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Annex G: Summary of Targeted Aviation
Stakeholder feedback V1.3

Version 1: Submission to CAA
Version 1.1: Updated with engagement from second stakeholder engagement
Version 1.2: Summary of feedback added
Version 1.3: Summary of extended timeline stakeholder engagement added (section 7)
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1. Introduction
This document forms part of the Airspace Change Process (ACP) as defined in the Civil Aviation
Publication (CAP)1616. Apian, the change sponsor, is seeking to establish a Temporary Reserved Area
(TRA) during notified periods to enable the safe beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) uncrewed aircraft
systems (UAS) operations, in London in partnership with Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust
(GSTT).

This document summarised the feedback from Targeted Aviation Stakeholders. Details of the
approach taken can be found in the Stakeholder Engagement Plan.

We conducted two rounds of stakeholder engagement.
● First engagement period 6th Oct 2023 - 17th November 2023. This period provided the

identified stakeholder group with information on the proposed trial. Please see briefing
material 1.

● Second engagement period 2nd Jan 2024 - 16th January 2024. Provided the identified
stakeholder group with updated information regarding the dates of the trial and confirmed
the TRA ceiling of 450 AMSL. Please see briefing material 2.

Briefing material 1 was shared with targeted aviation stakeholders which included information on the
TRA such as dimensions and operating procedures. These stakeholders were invited to provide
feedback on the operational and safety aspects of the TRA between the 6th of October 2023 and 17th
of November 2023.
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The engagement period lasted 6 weeks, this was considered proportionate and was agreed for the
following reasons:

● The engagement was limited to relevant aviation stakeholders who are legally allowed to
operate within the TRA.

● Procedures are proposed to allow access for emergency services at short notice.

Stakeholders were further contacted at the start of 2024 to provide information regarding the
change to the start and end date of the trial, and the TRA height which is noted as 450 ft AMSL.
Briefing material 2 for this engagement can be found here. The engagement period lasted 2 weeks,
from 2nd January 2024 to 16th January 2024

2. Summary of feedback
Apian received email feedback from 12 stakeholders as part of the first stakeholder engagement
period. A detailed review of the feedback received through engagement was undertaken to
determine its impact, if any, on the trial. There were 8 stakeholders who provided feedback to the
second stakeholder engagement period. Full feedback can be found in Section 4.

The following provides a summary of responses from aviation stakeholders on the TRA complex
proposals.

Emergency service operators were contacted in advance of the formal stakeholder engagement to
discuss mitigations to ensure safe deconfliction with their operations.

A. Emergency service operators
● Emergency service aircraft are authorised to conduct flight operations at low level if required.

However, they all stated that it was highly unlikely for them to be below 500ft in this area for
transits, due to the height of the buildings. Transits regularly took place at approximately
1000ft.

● Emergency service (HEMS) stated that they may be required to land in the TRA in response to
a tasking, whilst this was not a daily occurrence, they would need access to the area at short
notice.

● Other emergency services confirmed it was unlikely that they needed to land in the TRA, but
that it should be made possible if required.

● Some of the emergency services stated that they may need to operate VLOS drones within
the area, and confirmed they do not operate BVLOS.

B. Military operations
● The military confirmed that there will be negligible impact on their operations.

C. ANSP/Aerodromes
● London Heliport confirmed that the TRA would not affect their operations.
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● NATS confirmed that they have been working with Apian to ensure access for emergency
services, and confirmed that they are comfortable with the measures put in place and agree
with them.

D. Other operators
● National Grid and Network Rail confirmed there was no impact on their operations.
● Network Rail noted that VLOS activities in the area were minimal, and that the NOTAM was an

appropriate mitigation measure ensuring contact details are provided.
● ARPAS noted that VLOS operators may request to operate in the TRA, and noted contact

details on the NOTAM would be an appropriate mitigation.

E. Other
● The Airprox Board, whilst supportive, noted the H4 of the London Heli Lanes. They suggested

that 500ft could be the minimal separation between aircraft and the UAS, and suggested the
use of ADS-B out.

Apian’s response
Apian values the feedback that aviation stakeholders have taken the time to provide, and look
forward to working with them (and the CAA) to agree on an airspace design and robust
deconfliction process, that satisfies everyone where reasonably practicable. Having reviewed
this feedback, Apian considers and/or proposes the following:

● Developed and agreed safe procedures to ensure emergency services (crewed and
uncrewed) can access the airspace at short notice with NATS and the UAS Operator.

● Agreed to include contact information and instructions on the NOTAM for non-emergency
VLOS operators to request access.

● Provided appropriate feedback regarding the requirement of a TRA, mitigations with other
crewed aircraft and confirmed the Operational Safety Case requirements regarding the
operations of the UAS.

Based on the feedback received, no changes to the proposed TRA area or trial procedures were
judged to be necessary.

3.Communication

First stakeholder engagement Second stakeholder engagement

Organisation Emails received Proposed
Emergency
Services
and Military
Procedures

Status Emails received Status
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Email 1
6th Oct
2023

Email 2
7th Nov
2023

Email 3
14th Nov
2023

Email 4
2nd Jan
2024

Email 5

Airprox Board N/A No
Response

N/A Support

ARPAS N/A Support Support

Bristow N/A Support No further
response

British
Helicopters
Association

N/A No
Response

No
Response

Drone Major
group

N/A No
Response

No
Response

Helicopter
Club of Great
Britain

N/A No
Response

No
Response

Kent and
Surrey Air
Ambulance

N/A
(requested
LAA take
lead)

No
Response

No
Response

London Air
Ambulance
(LAA)

Support Support
(verbal)

London Fire
Brigade

Support No further
response

London
Heliport

N/A Support N/A Support

London
Metropolitan
Police

Support* N/A Support

Port of
London

No
Response

No
Response

Maritime
Coastguard
Agency

Support No further
response
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MoD N/A Support No further
response

NATS N/A Support N/A Support

National Grid N/A Support Support

Network Rail Support* N/A Support

NPAS Support* No further
response

*Emails were sent as a reminder to these organisations, and feedback was provided after the end of the
first stakeholder engagement window and before the start of the second stakeholder engagement
period. These are operators who may require access as part of emergency response. Therefore we
wanted to ensure that they had provided feedback as they are allowed to operate in the TRA area.

4.Emails sent
Email 1:

Email 2:
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6.Extended timeline stakeholder engagement
Apian conducted further aviation stakeholder engagement between 21st February 2024 - 6th March
2024, asking for feedback relating to the safety and operational aspects of these timelines.

Given the uncertainty in aligning the regulatory approvals of the Operational Authorisation and the
Airspace Change Process (and subsequent AIC Cycles) aviation stakeholders were asked to provide
feedback to operate for 6 months, with a tentative start date between May and July 2024.

5 stakeholders responded to the request. The following provides a summary of responses from
aviation stakeholders on the TRA complex proposals.

● Emergency service operators. London Air Ambulance and the London Met Police confirmed
receipt of the email and did not raise any safety or operational concerns.

● Military operations The military confirmed that there will be negligible impact on their
operations due to the adjustment in timelines

● ANSP/Aerodromes NATS confirmed that the adjustment in timelines did not change their
feedback

● Other operators The British Helicopter Association requested details of the processes in place
with emergency services, on receipt they confirmed that they had no comments and ‘All
looks good and is exactly what I would hope to see. I wish some of the other TDA applicants
would learn from you’

Annex B Emergency Services andMilitary Operations
The updated version of Annex B: TRA Access for Emergency Services and Military Operations V1.2 was
shared with Emergency Services and Military on 21st February 2024. No further comments have been
received, however, this was not expected as this document has been shared previously.

Apian’s response
Apian values the feedback that aviation stakeholders have provided and the time it takes to review
and respond to change requests. Apian concluded that there was no impact from the revised
timelines and therefore has not made any adjustments following the extended timeline stakeholder
engagement.
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Following approval of the ACP and the Operational Authorisation, an ENSF will be applied for.

Summary table of Extended timeline engagement

Extended timeline engagement

Organisation Emails received Proposed Emergency
Services and Military
Procedures

Status

Email 6
21st Feb 2024

Email 7
1st March 2024

Email 3
22 Feb 2024

Airprox Board N/A No Response

ARPAS N/A No Response

Bristow No response

British Helicopters
Association

Sent as part of feedback on
4th March

Support

Drone Major group N/A No Response

Helicopter Club of
Great Britain

N/A No Response

Kent and Surrey Air
Ambulance

No Response

London Air
Ambulance (LAA)

Support

London Fire
Brigade

No Response

London Heliport N/A No Response

London
Metropolitan
Police

N/A Support

Port of London No Response

Maritime
Coastguard
Agency

No Response

MoD N/A Support
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